In daily communication, we often use indirect speech to convey our intention. However, little is known about the brain mechanisms that underlie the comprehension of indirect speech. In this study, we conducted a functional MRI experiment using a scenario reading task to compare the neural activity induced by an indirect reply (a type of indirect speech) and a literal sentence. Participants read a short scenario consisting of three sentences. The first two sentences explained the situation of the protagonists, whereas the third sentence had an indirect, literal, or unconnected meaning. The indirect reply condition primarily activated the bilateral fronto-temporal networks (Brodmann's Areas (BA) 47 and 21) and the dorso-medial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC). In the literal sentence condition, only the left fronto-temporal network (BA 45 and 21) and the dmPFC (posterior region) were activated. In addition, we found greater activation resulting from comprehension of an indirect reply than from literal sentence comprehension in the dmPFC, the left middle frontal area (BA 9), the bilateral inferior frontal area (BA 9/47), and the right middle temporal area (BA 21). Our findings indicate that the right and left fronto-temporal networks play a crucial role in detecting contextual violations, whereas the medial frontal cortex is important for generating inferences to make sense of remarks within a context.
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Introduction
Indirect speech is used to convey non-literal or indirect meanings and improves the efficiency of everyday communication. In the last half century, indirect speech has been studied by philosophers, linguists, and psycholinguists. Grice (1975) proposed an influential theory of conversation (the Cooperative Principle), which has guided research on the comprehension of indirect speech. Consider the following exchange:
Do you want some coffee? Mary:
Coffee would keep me awake.
In this exchange, Mary does not directly answer Peter's question. Her utterance seems to convey not just literal meanings but also non-literal, implicit meanings. That is, the utterance implies the speaker's intention. In Grice's view, her utterance has violated the "Maxim of Relevance." However, because the listener assumes the speaker is being relevant, the listener will try to infer an intended meaning. Grice called such inferences conversational implicatures. Following Grice's view, Holtgraves (1998 Holtgraves ( , 1999 proposed a model describing the interpretive processes involved in certain types of indirect speech. This model assumes that the listener recognizes when a speaker has violated the "Maxim of Relevance" and generates an inference to understand the statement. The generated inference is based on the listener's belief about why the violation occurred. According to this model, a major motivation for violating the Maxim of Relevance is "face management," the communicative practices that individuals use to mutually protect one another's "face" or public self (Brown & Levinson, 1987) . Holtgraves (1999) also indicated that indirect speech often has a negative connotation, and people generally interpret indirect speech as conveying a negative opinion.
Recently Pinker, Nowak, and Lee (2008) proposed a three-part theory of indirect speech using game theory, social psychology, and evolutionary psychology. Following the conversation theory of Grice and the politeness theory of Brown and Levinson (1987) , Pinker emphasized that indirect speech allows for plausible deniability, permitting a cooperative listener to accept what is said and recognize that an uncooperative listener cannot react negatively to an ambiguous, indirect suggestion. In cases of plausible deniability, a negative message can be conveyed without losing face, thus making indirect speech an important face-saving device in everyday communication. These studies highlight several
